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As the important support of regional export-oriented economy, port has played a guiding role during urbanization process, and sustainable development of port may directly influence regional urban orientation, resource allocation and industrial structure layout, and it not only includes establishment of port urban system, formation of urban transportation network and coordination of general port layout planning, but also includes promotion of port function, formation of regional coordination mechanism, strengthening of regional cooperation, and emphasis of environmental protection etc.

Sustainable development is the inevitable choice that ports keep competitiveness. As for the existing international shipping center ports in the world, industrial policies concerning sustainable development have been formulated, including diversified investment policies, complete land resource utilization policies, to promote sustainable development through policy guidance; while on the other hand, comprehensive transportation ability, service level and value-added service volume of the port have been improving, port information construction has been strengthening, and port functions have been improving to wholly improve benefits, safety, environmental protection and market competitiveness etc., and economic development in surrounding area has been driving through port development, thus forming synergistic and co-developmental interactive pattern.

Ocean engineering, for the purpose of development, utilization, protection and recovery of ocean resources, is the newly building, rebuilding and expanding project of which the subject is located at seaward side of the coastline. It specifically contains sea reclamation, marine dam construction, man-made island, marine and subsea material storage facilities, sea-spanning bridge, subsea tunnel project, subsea pipeline, subsea cable (optical cable) projects, marine mineral resource exploration and development as well as ancillary projects, marine tidal power plant, wave power station, differential temperature power station etc. projects concerning development and utilization of ocean energy resources, large marine farms, salt pan and sea water desalination etc. multi-purpose marine projects, landscape exploitation projects etc.

In the 21st Century, it has been the critical period for development of marine affairs by coastal countries in the world and for realization of marine power. As it has turned out that development of ocean engineering manufacturing industry is the important path to realize marine power, and ocean engineering together with equipment project has been of increasing importance during marine development by each country, besides, development of ocean engineering has been the general international trend and the strategic choice of coastal countries.

The aim of the special issue is to provide a platform for scholars, researchers and engineers to share their achievements during long-term research on development of ocean engineering and equipment. In such special issue, there are 8 specific
topics classified as per the different contents of papers, including Ocean Science and Engineering, Inshore and Offshore Dynamic, Marine Geology, Marine Science and Chemistry, Port Engineering, Ocean Information Science, Climate Change and Environments, and Shipping Industry. The decisions on selection of qualified papers are strict based on originality, technical contribution, practical contributions and relevance. And the accepted papers must be formatted strictly according to the journal style.
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